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Create a mood board or booklet that visually describes the look, feel and personality of your client and the audience they 
want to attract. You will use this as a reference point for your visual decisions. Your fi ndings should not simply come from the 
internet. Explore, explore, explore!!

The initial format can be in folders, pasted to paper or as an electronic document. However, you will need to formalize this into 
a pdf document that can be posted to fl icker.

Tips for assembling a Visual Library + Mood Board. Your Library + Mood Board should consist of 3-6, 11 X 17 pages of content. 

Categorize
 
 Inspiration What artifacts inspire you that are related to your client, their business? Use these to    
   create the visual voice and tone for your client.

 Imagery  How will you use imagery in your design? Will you use photography or illustration or both?
   Consider cropping, backgrounds, page layouts as well as cover treatments verses interior treatments.

 Attributes Attribute lists are functional and emotional associations which distinguish the product or service  
   from similar businesses. Develop a list of adjectives and/or phrases that describe the ideal tone,  
   position and personality of your client. Use these words to create a definition of the entity and  
   refer to these words to create the central idea or brand essence. Star t with a list of 12-20 
   attributes, then choose the most important 3–5 attributes and highlight them and put them at the  
   top of the list. (note you will include these attributes within your Creative Design Brief)

 Audience Visualize them. What does your client’s audience look like? What do they buy or wear? What are their  
   related interests or concerns?  Show the cultural/social aspect of the audience. Are they business like?,  
   exotic?, hip, technical etc.

 Typography/ How will the type font, weight or scale demonstrate the point of view or product of the client’s business?
 Color  How can type show an emotion or convey a personality?

   Color, texture, background treatments. How will you use them? You will create a consistent palette as  
   part of your standard visual library for you and the client to refer to.

Visual Library + Mood Board
Worksheet


